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Editor’s Note:
Thank you for choosing to pick up this zine and making it as far as page 1! This is the first issue of
what we hope will become a vital series of questionable material. In each issue, be prepared to
expect reviews of anything and everything, interviews with humans both famous and insignificant,
poetry from Portland’s brightest young stars, and regular columns that seek to address
controversial issues.
Readers that tire quickly of holding printed materials should not inconvenience themselves any
longer. Throw down this vile pamphlet wannabe and head to the embracing arms of the Internet!
Unlike most zines, our entire operation is available online at www.wafermaneuver.com.
There, all of our materials are reproduced electronically, with extra material such as artwork and
video clips.
We realize our writing skills are questionable perhaps, and though we can attempt to practice and
improve ourselves, there are limitations to our development. If you would like to aid us and send
in something to publish, we urge you to do so! Just go to our website, or email us directly at
submissions@wafermaneuver.com. Should you wish to contribute in a more monetary way,
please contact donations@wafermaneuver.com for more information.
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FEATURE:
Monkey VS. Bionic Arm

Frontal Q. Parks

For centuries man has been reliant
on animals for food, labor, and companionship. No beast of nature has
been more spectacularly praised as
the monkey. A rare find, the main
feature of the monkey is to sit atop
one's shoulder and carry out the will
of its master. This could be a simple
task such as retrieving beverages or food-stuffs, but is
not limited to such meager tasks. When the
master takes a
stroll, the monkey
can observe aspects of the immediate surroundings and
notify the master
whenever something
goes awry. Consider a
walk in the woods when
a lumberjack fells a tree
without emitting the typical cry
"Timber!". A monkey's keen eyes
and ears may detect this anomaly in
tree-cutting protocol before his human host, and can alert the master to
this problematic situation, potentially saving his or her life. Surely the
monkey's role in human society cannot be overstated, but with the onset
of biotechnology, will monkeys as we
know them become a relic of the
past?
Technology is advancing in great
strides. One small step in hydraulicpowered robotics could mean a

reality-altering step for mankind.
Already people with disabilities have
learned to use man-made limbs to
aid their day-to-day lives, regaining
the ability to grasp objects, or walk in
a fluid motion. Yet the day is fast approaching when the everyday person
can take advantage of these magnificent appendages. An extra arm or
two could be surgically attached to
one's shoulder or side. What's more,
these extra limbs will be far superior
to our own, possessing great
strength, speed, and flexibility. They
could be outfitted with optics to
survey the surroundings
(including nightvision), or heat sensors
to test the temperatures of thai
dishes to determine their edibility. All of this data
would be aggregated to the human
possessor of said limb,
providing him or her
with an extraordinarily
keen awareness. With
such technology literally at
our fingertips, what possible
chance could the monkey have in
the shoulder-assistant market?
Certainly the thought of extraneous
ultra-limbs is enough to make one's
mouth water, but let us not write out
the monkey's role so rashly. Our ancient companion still has many superior features to offer to the discerning
consumer. For one, monkeys do not
require complicated surgery during
installation -- just set him on your
shoulder and you're good to go.
Likewise, employing a monkey does
not force the master to have his
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clothes tailored to include space for
added limbs, which would certainly
not be an inexpensive undertaking.
Yet even a monkey usually needs
clothes that must be specially cut to
fit its minor frame, so the potential
savings may only be illusory. Another
central argument for the monkey's
dominance in this coming industry is
its personality and overall jesting
demeanor. Monkeys are studied masters of hilarious tricks that can
both amuse and amaze onlookers, from brief dance numbers to
human-like impersonations. A
robotic arm, no matter how elegant, will still likely make observers apprehensive at best, though
the human controller could come
up with a few comic moves.
When considering the monkey,
carrying on a much-loved and
utilitarian tradition, it is easy to
become sentimental and say, "No
thing could ever replace my dear
monkey", but I urge you to consider
these oft-overlooked issues relating
to monkey ownership: A monkey is
an animal, and it's sitting on your
shoulder. Who's to say that the little
beast's lavatorial needs will always
coincide with your own? And don't
forget the main reasons you wanted
him in the first place, to make your
life easier and be an aid to you
throughout your daily life. Even the
best-trained monkeys can be unreliable, not paying attention to what
would be most helpful to its master,
perhaps entertaining itself by riding a
medium-sized dog when you'd like
him to forage for flowers for the garden. A robotic arm will never disobey, it will always be there when you
need it, and its data collection and

analysis tools will put even the
smartest monkey to shame.
The time will soon come when each
of us must decide: Monkey or Bionic
Arm? In anticipation of this difficult
choice, I have attempted to lay out
some key arguments that will surely
be at the forefront of the public's
consciousness. Both the monkey and
the bionic arm possess a
unique suite of skills that are
unmatched in the other.
Ultimately, the decision
may be grounded in principle, in morals, in pragmatism, in aesthetics, but
there will be little middleground. I urge you to consider
these thoughts as a departure
point for further contemplation, so that when it is you at
the human accessories store of
2016, you will not have to
hesitate in selecting your
lifetime companion.

Note: This matter is much too complex to cover in this limited forum. I
urge you to submit your own decisions, and of course the reasoning
leading to the delicate choice, in writing or electronically, to our editing
staff. Any results accrued will be published in our next issue.
<submissions@wafermaneuver.com>
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REVIEWS:
Naked Guy
JOT

A.K.A. Josh or known affectionately by
the Oswald Park beach bums as "Weird
Beard" is the topic of this review. On a
night when a spectacular green and pink
meteorite blazed the sky and came to an
end in the cool waters of the Pacific. Josh
flashed his true colors before taking a dip
in the frigid dark waters of the night. We
had the pleasure of meeting Josh after
being invited for mussels at his beach fire
right around dusk. The mussels were
delicious. The ones cooked around the
outside of the fire were fresh with flavor,
semi-raw and just the right amount of
chewy texture, but the ones cooked in the
center of the fire came out with a delicious complex flavor. Seasoned with the
carcinogens from the burnt shell it created a flavorful sauce much like you
might find in a stir fry. Of course, the grit
of the sand was there with every bite as a
reminder that you were eating something
that Josh had just plucked off a rock in
the shallow pools where starfish cling.
Josh is a big promoter of free eats. He's
amazed that you can get your day's protein from picking a slug up off the ground
and fighting it down like a dog with a
mouthful of peanut butter. To think people seek nutritionists' advice to reach
these same feats!
Josh is misunderstood; his truth feared.
You see, he argues for people to break
away from the confines of civilization and
take things for how simple they are.
Many people would construe that he
strives for some sort of utilitarian hippie
utopia in the woods, but I sense otherwise, because he has no respect for prop-

erty or culture or religion. He lives life as
if there were no history to guide him. He
wants to be "off the grid" (sidenote: 'Box
of Moonlight' is a good off the grid
movie.) When hungry - find something to
eat, when the sun is out - lay in it, when
horny - have sex. This, my friends, is not
how great civilizations were founded, and
this would not solve the problems of the
world. What it does is push the idea of
the individual to the forefront, while the
idea of communal progress becomes an
afterthought. Sure, Josh shares what he
has, but he also burns what is not his (I
will touch more on this later). As he says,
if 12 of us went to live in the woods without anything, we would probably become
really, really skinny, and a few of us
would probably die. This is survival of the
fittest. I think the point here is that
abandoning all the culture we have does
not benefit humanity, but it changes reality. People running through the course of
life try to escape the predictable rigors
and guilt and fear that has been placed
on them by society by doing drugs and
drinking and abusing their bodies and
wasting their minds. In Josh's life these
escapes are not needed. The fear felt
alone in the dark woods of Mount Hood
National Forest will compete with any
street drug. The drug of hunger from not
eating in days will make you do crazier
things than any binge-drinking frat could
conceive. The drug of truth is a powerful
one. We all know what exists in this
world, or at least we have our ideas, but
things become much more vivid and
powerful when experienced first-hand
under extreme natural circumstances.
When you're so far away from the sounds
of civilization, nature becomes an intense
vibration and chorus of organic life.
Josh isn't going to save the world, but he
is going to avoid it because he believes
there is a better way to live and some time
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ago the majority of
humankind took a
wrong turn. There's a
oneness that can be
found with nature and
if you grow up with it
(as the Hawaiian girl
had in Josh's campfire
tale), then it can make
you invisible to the
modern human race,
our crime scene of a
species. What is this
race anyway? Most of
us don't even know
why we're racing anymore, and the worst
part is that we have
fans purchasing massaging recliners,
watching their carbs
and going to see the
latest Vin Diesel movie
or whatever their tella-vision suggests they
crave next. What are
people working towards besides self obsoletism.
Don't get me wrong
though, Josh is an
asshole. He burned my
Rockports, and Nick's
drum, and he tried to
fuck Dallas and he
tried to make us realize
that if we wanted to,
we could lay around
naked all day and let
the sun bat[e our genitals while snacking on
fresh mollusks on a
secluded beach. It's
nice to be reminded
sometimes.

Wine Review: Shiraz, Valle Escondido (Chile), $28-29.

3.5 wafers out of 4
Top value from this small-batch
Chilean. Supple, richly flavored;
youthfully exuberant while maintaining a complexity sure to please fans
of the top-tier Chileans. Tastes of
blackberry and cherry up front but is
long on the palate; lingering hints of
lemongrass and smoked cedar.
Should be drinkable well into 2007. If
you can find a bottle, don’t pass this
one up.

It’s May again, and I’ll be taking a breather from the usual to bring
you what promises to be a very unique bottle from Chile. This vintage has a certain notoriety in circles I frequent: until the 2002
vintage, this Shiraz was mistaken for (and bottled as!) a Merlot.
I uncork the bottle and I’m immediately smitten by the faint aroma
of toasted oak – fairly unusual for a Chilean Shiraz. It’s soft on the
nose with a pleasant lingering scent of black currant. But my first
tastes reveal that all is not as it seems; I’m taken slightly aback.
There’s more blackberry here than black currant, and a few more
sips confirm that this is indeed a wine worth spending some time
with.
By the second glass, one can sense a certain joie-de-vivre in the
grapes themselves. It’s here that the vineyard’s small production
reveals itself in its utter buoyancy. Slight hints of cherry and
earthiness dominate. Does this wine’s depth know no bounds?
…I’m on my third glass now, and I’m starting to really discover the
beauty of this wine. It’s not so much the teasing hint of blackberry
on the nose or the sprightliness of the grape. No! The greatness of
this wine is in its boldness: Fifteen-point-four percent! This is a
wine that should be drinkable for a few years to come, but I assure
you: you don’t want to wait.
For a little bit of fun, you may want to taste your fourth or fifth
glass of this alongside a slightly chilled tallboy of Rainier. I think
you’ll be pleasantly surprised. (Think vanilla and nutella dancing a
ballet on your palate.) As I near the end of this delight, I can only
hope the 1.5 liter is half as good.
Brad Freely

Another sidenote: You may remember Josh from an 'I anonymous' article in the
Portland Mercury in which Josh "the naked hippie" was chased out of Berbati's and
climbed up a tree before falling out on top of somebody.
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Why Do You See It Your Way?

again?), maybe not with the same scope
and magnitude of Blueberry Boat, but
with the same energy and precision.

OK, it IS bizarre, and really random.
Does that bother you? They’re having
more fun with words than you are listening. OK. Yet I don’t feel any posturing
behind it; they don’t strike me as artdamaged, or pretentious. I’ve never seen

The Furnaces, from what I’ve read and
heard, are an extremely polarizing band.
You love them or hate them. I’ve played
their albums for many of my friends by
now, and have gotten almost nothing but
“turn this shit off” in return. Yet a few
swear by them. What it is about this band

(In Defense Of The Fiery Furnaces)
Scrodox Ramón

”Maybe they are proud waifish inked-up beautiful
things. I don’t really care. As long as they don’t look too
much like Conor Oberst, I’m sure I can live with it.”
- Scrodox Ramón, Why Do You See It Your Way?

a photo of them*. Maybe they are proud
waifish inked-up beautiful things. I don’t
really care. As long as they don’t look too
much like Conor Oberst, I’m sure I can
live with it.
Oh, right, the music. Well, their music is
adventurous to say the least. It’s ambitious to the point of contrivance. But I
think indulgence is precisely what their
charm is based on. When I listen to EP,
just as I did with Blueberry Boat, I trust
the songs to get to the right place, at least
four or five places actually, on each track.
On Blueberry Boat, each song was a
miniature Abbey Road side two – short
punchy verses colliding with thick guitar
dirt colliding with flashes from some
strange slow anthem. (note: I don’t give a
shit if the famous Richard Meltzer referred to Abbey Road, along with Hunky
Dory, as “time killers/fillers” trying to
compete with television – I think they are
brilliant albums) And it’s more of the
same on EP (which, by the way, has ten
tracks – what’s the definition of an EP

that elicits these responses? I think it was
Bukowski who said “if too many people
like your work, then you’re doing something wrong.” Well if that’s the case, Matt
and Eleanor Friedberger from Oak Park,
IL (a.k.a. the F.F.’s) are right where they
should want to be – marginally successful artists in a position to try anything.
And whatever they do decide to try next
(I’ve heard it’s a project involving their
grandmother) is sure to create a buzz.
OK, so I’ve almost given up on putting
them on when certain people are around,
just to save them the apparent agony of
hearing this “rubbish.” Let me just say:
that’s fine, but next time you put in your
moldy jam bands, high-brow Newgrass
(yes, I’m aware of the tonal qualities of
their instruments, and their price tags –
and no, I’m still not impressed) or your
cathartic Lillith Fair femme-folk, I might
just speak my mind too. OK. I guess I just
did.
*Note: Ramón has since seen pictures of
this brother sister duo and finds both of
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them handsome yet respectable (he may
or may not fantasize about Eleanor in a
pastel blue mid-70’s full-gathered tiered
skirt).

Passport Galactica

JOT

Holy shit! Jumbo jets float off the ground
and back again. Am I the only one
amazed every time? I don't care how you
explain it. It looks deceptively impossible. Impossible. What's more? People
have flown these hunks of metal into
outer space. One small step? One giant
leap? More like one extra special superpowered fantastic mutant lunge! The feat
is heart-stopping. So we raise these heroes on pedestals and hang posters in our
bedrooms—or do we? I challenge you to
find a 5th grader who can name one
space traveller besides Buzz Lightyear.
Ask your friends to name one brilliant
astrophysicist. Just one. Stop and think.
Now see if you can name someone off the
cast of Survivor. Why is a professional
hockey player more desirable to Paris
Hilton than someone with the courage, intellect and physical
strength to step outside of
the only known planet
that can support human life. It's like
dropping by hell for
the weekend, playing
shuffleboard with satan,
then arriving home and no one even
cares to hear what the dark prince was
wearing. They might ask you if Johnny
Cash was there, but more likely will want
to know why you weren't watching the
Michael Jackson trial.

I'm no cosmic fanatic, but I respect the
field. I encourage our celestial awareness.
Let us be impressed. We should watch
each space mission wearing astronaut
costumes in our living rooms as if it were
the next Star Wars movie. Here's an
idea—suggest that your office have a
"space day." Everyone can drink Tang
and carry around little marbles that look
like earth. Space is great. Let's start having our honeymoons there. What better
experience could you offer your children
than to send them to summer camp in
space? I know what you're thinking:
Won't the children be better off if we
invested the funds from space travel into
preserving and protecting our own sacred planet? Maybe. Didn't we learn our
lesson by spreading disease and religion
across the Atlantic? Yes, C.C. and the
boys fucked up big time. So what. Here
we are. There is forward progress. There
is progressive progress. We do things, not
just because we can, it's the idea implanted in all of us. There must be more.
There must be a reason for our drive to
go places, for our desire to explore and
learn. Maybe it's
a giant intergalactic
puzzle and
we just realized
we're one piece.
So we could sit
around all day and wait
for a shooting star to fall
up our ass, or we can get behind this
shuttle. Call an astronaut and thank her.
Slap a milky-way bumper sticker on your
car. Wear a glow-in-the-dark moon tshirt to your next rave. Be the first person
on your block with a zero gravity living
room. Blow that dust off your telescope
and see the future. Take me to the stars.
Peace to Machu Piccu.

Sandbox
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FICTION:

3MT Presents: Espionage
at the Softee Wash!
Crusader Rabbit

Scene opens at clean, brightly lit
laundromat. It is 4:38 AM. A ballerina is doing her wash. She is
wearing leotards, pink pullover
sweater, tiara and ballet slippers.
NOTE: characters never comment
or otherwise react to each other's
attire. Enter astronaut, wearing
orange spacejumpsuit and propeller beanie. He approaches ballerina.
ASTRONAUT: Got enough fabric
softener?
BALLERINA: Plenty.
ASTRO: Coat hangers?
BALL: Of course.
ASTRO: Throat lozenges?
BALL: Get lost Rocket Man.
Astronaut moves down a row,
starts sorting his laundry into 3
machines. He is approached by
Change Lady. She is 90+, wears a
housedress, cardigan and jellies.

CHANGE LADY: Need some quarters?
ASTRO: No thanks.
CLADY (to Ballerina): Need quarters?
BALL: I'm covered.
Enter Nurse in uniform and cap.
She selects some machines next to
Astronaut.
NURSE: Kinda late.
ASTRO: Or early.
NURSE: Depends on your point of
view.
ASTRO: You a poet?
NURSE: Only by day.
CLADY: Need quarters?
NURSE: Thank you. No. Granny.
CLADY: I'm not your grandmother.
NURSE: It was a figure of speech.
CLADY: Fuck off, caregiver.
NURSE: You may be a tribal elder
but I needn't take your abuse.
Change Lady waves her off, finding a corner in the Softee Wash
and lighting a smoke. A Fireman
and a Nun enter. The Fireman
takes the last machine next to the
Astronaut.
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Nun takes seat next to some Goths
at the front of the Softee-Wash.
FIREMAN (to Astronaut): Are you
with the Nurse?
ASTRO: Fuck no.
FIREMAN: Circled the globe?
ASTRO: Maybe the moon.
FIREMAN: Dark side?
ASTRO: And back.
FIREMAN: You family?
ASTRO: Maybe. Quenched some
infernos?
FIREMAN: Set a few.
Nun and Goths are playing 3-Card
Monte.
NUN: Who's next?
GOTH1: I'm tapped.
NUN: Excuse me?
GOTH2 (without animosity): you
took all our money, Sister Bitch.
GOTH3: I think it's "IgnatiusGermaine".
NUN: That's cool. I prefer "Sister
Bitch."
GOTH1: You're a "Bride of Christ"
and shit. How about cab fare?
NUN: Shit. Christ don't gimme no
mad money. (Pause) Okay. Half
back to you. Half to Ethiopia.
The Astronaut and Fireman have
an epiphany.
FIREMAN: Will we fit?
ASTRO: Sure. The sign says, "Industrial Load." (Pause.) Wait a
minute.
FIREMAN: What?
ASTRO: Got enough fabric softener?
FIREMAN: A dog will howl at a
quarter moon.

ASTRO: Red jewels look best on
black satin.
FIREMAN: Close the window, darlin, Mamie's got the flu.
ASTRO: You may own this town,
Duncan Winslow, but you don't
own me.
FIREMAN: The crops are saved.
The Astronaut slowly extracts a
manila envelope hidden under
some boxer shorts, surreptitiously
hands it to Fireman. Stops when
he hears revolver cock. Astronaut
and Fireman are surrounded by
Nurse, Nun, Change Lady, Ballerina, Goths, all pointing guns.
NURSE: I'll take that envelope,
Rocket Man.
ASTRO: I hate being called
"Rocket Man".
CLADY: Hard cheese.
NUN: "Rocket Man. Rocket Man.
Rocket Man."
ASTRO: Shut up. Shut up.
From on high speaks a booming
voice.
VOICE: BROADWAY---RHY-THM--IT'S GOT ME....
ENTIRE CAST: .....EVERYBODY
DANCE!!!
Trumpet music plays:
Waaah-wah-wah.....etc
Nun, Nurse, Ballerina, Goths,
Change Lady, Fireman, Astronaut
all break into dance.

CURTAIN
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The Classics
Alasdair Sternum

It was positively frigid as we stood
outside the Randolph St. Cinema. One of
those nights with air so cold and crisp

Today In The News
Wholly Mackerel
Today in the news
Obvious became clear cut
As a soldier died and thousands
tied
A ribbon to their bumper
A curious move in stop and go
traffic
A representation so ironic and
tragic
Today in the news
Age became a number
As the fountain of youth was unclogged by a plumber
Now a plastic smile, can be
achieved
And Britney Spears shoe fits perfectly
At midriff elementary
Today in the news
Eye contact lost three points
And I-pods gained a 1/2 a percentage
NASDAQ was jonesing for the tao
and finally the market
is here and now
Today in the news
We failed to understand
the issue at hand
passing the blame to the Internet
or a band
Maybe the color black.
In an unrelated story: 40 dead in
Iraq
Today in the news
Sammy slugger
signed with sweatshop shoes

that it nearly freezes the nostrils on it’s
path to the lungs. And when exhaled, the
vapor appears to float in place, almost
too heavy to lift into the night.

“I can’t take too many more nights
like this, Frank. This cold is wearing me
down. It must be
three weeks now that
in another deal
the mercury hasn’t
"Street" brand juice
gone above freezing.
offered 20 more steals
I can’t stand this
Today in the news
much longer.”
There was a merger between
Verizon, Big Tobacco, Dick
Chaney's Haliburton and Fox
Creating the VeribigDickfox corporation
The company plans on monopolizing
reality and addiction
Chaney's prediction
"People will be smoking, driving,
talking on cell phones
and watching the news."
Today in your mind thousands of
ideas are running side by side
the hum of the computer divides
your attention the ring tone of
your
cell phone matters Corporate
ladders allow you to reach a
glass ceiling
While Prozac and Viagra control
your feeling
the media is dealing from the bottom of the deck
I offer this solution with all due
respect.
Turn off your TV
Turn on your senses
Smile at someone
Release all defenses
Peel your views off your bumper
and share them constructively
watch what you use
and live productively

Frank didn’t say
a thing. He’s a quiet
guy and not much on
small talk.
“It’s probably for
the best,” I thought.
“On a night like this
it’s best to just keep
quiet and try to stay
warm.”
I buried my
hands deep into the
pockets of my overcoat and stared into
the night sky. Don’t
know what I expected
to see, it’s much too
overcast for stars this
time of year. Besides,
it’s impossible to see
them from downtown
anyway. Perhaps a
distant plane will
pass overhead with
its little twinkling
light. Maybe if I’m
lucky a lonely
stranger will take a
flying leap from his
eleventh story balcony. Someone down
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on their luck…someone who can’t take
this damn cold any longer. I lowered my
head and tried to shake off such a morbid
thought. The queue in front of us
stretched on for a block and a half to the
box office. Two hundred pairs of agitated
feet shuffled about in a ragged dance.
“How long are they going to keep
us waiting out here, Frank?”
Frank shrugged and looked down at
his feet.
“These doormen are real assholes!
They know exactly how cold it is out here
yet they won’t open the theater. We’ve
been waiting twenty minutes and the film
is supposed to start in twenty-five. They
might as well open the doors and let their
customers find a seat. What the hell
could possibly be the holdup? It’s a
damn good thing that this is a classic.”
Frank pulled a flask from his left
breast pocket and took a swig.
“There you go Frank,
now you’re thinkin’.”
I reached inside
my coat and did the
same.
“Boy, that’ll
warm a guy up in a
hurry. Nothin’ like
cheap whiskey on
night like this.”
I took another
pull and put the
booze back in my
pocket. A man in
disheveled clothes
with mussed hair
worked his way
down the queue.

“Obviously a street bum,” I thought.
“The poor guy’s barely got a coat and only
one glove.”
The sky was starting to spit snow
now.
“Just what we need, more piles of
this stuff. I swear Frank, if it continues
like this we’ll never manage to get around
town. The snow we’ve already got has
been here for weeks.”
“Spare change, sir?”
“What? Oh… sorry guy, I can’t spare
anything tonight.”
“God bless, sir.”
“Wait!”
I pull the flask from my coat.
“You wanna drink? It’ll warm you
up a bit.”
“No thanks. I gave that up years
ago.”
The man shuffled on down the
queue.
“I’ll be damned Frank, you
ever met a bum who wasn’t
a drunkard?”
Frank shot me a puzzled look.
“Sorry Frank, that
was an ignorant
thing to say. It
must be the whiskey talking. I
think I need another drink.
I’m
such a
lush.”
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Finally, in the middle of a pull from
my flask, the queue began to budge as the
doors to the theater flung open. Slowly
we made our way towards the box office.
I could feel the heat coming from the
lobby each time the doors opened.

of luck tonight. I mean, this is the
last night the film is in town and it’s a
classic. I can’t miss this.”

“Two please. I got your ticket tonight Frank. Put your wallet away.”

“Man, nothing bothers that guy,” I
thought. “I really wish he’d be a little
more assertive sometimes. Heck, I
probably would have hocked the ticket
out here if he wanted. Not to that bastard that spoke up though. That guy deserves a boot in the pants.”

“I’m sorry sir, we only have one more
seat available for tonight’s show.”
“What? You’ve got to be kidding me!
We’ve been waiting here for nearly thirty
minutes. There’s no way this film is sold
out… not tonight!”
“I’m sorry sir, we have one more
seat. This is a small theater and we’ve
reached capacity.”
“Who’s going to buy a single seat?
We’re all lined up out here like Noah’s
Goddamned menagerie. It’s all dates,
married couples, and groups.”
“I’ll take a single,” someone yelled
from the back.

Sandbox

“Shut your mouth Jack, this doesn’t
concern you! All right, I’ll take that last
ticket. Sorry Frank, looks like you’re out

Frank shrugged and walked off into
the night.

“Please hurry sir,” said the usher.
“We’d like to start the film a bit early tonight seeing as there’s more snow on the
way and we’re sold out.”
The usher led me to my seat.
“Great, an aisle, at least I can drape
my coat over the armrest,” I thought.
I took my seat just as the lights began to dim, pulled the flask from the
pocket of my folded coat, and took one
more swig as the opening credits flashed
on the screen and I slunk deep into my
plush velvet seat.
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POETICS:
Booze

Joe Mueller
Don't breath on anyone, they will know for
sure. The deep pure smell of whiskey crystalizing the oxygen that others breath. stable, balance, I said balance damnit! Pick it
up. nobody heard it fall and no one will
think you broke it. If any one asks tell Fuck
she's hot! Look at her ass. balance, I might
have to compensate for the wind and
slanting road. When did I eat last, cheeseburger sounds good stable. who's that
fucking guy looking at? He has no idea
how close to death he is. Whas to fuk
loooooking ta?...........I can't believe I slept
here again, another black and white
night.........

I want to ask
But my mind has gone to zero gravity
And my thoughts have become absorbed
With what they look like weightless
Even the boring ones are turning somersaults
Lost in the crush of a helium high
While I stare blankly at the astronaut
There is a real life astronaut
In front of you
This though is a yo-yo between my eyes
A bobbing distraction
As he gestures to show how he sat
Folded for fourteen days

Meeting An Astronaut

During the Gemini 7 mission
I have a passing thought of canned goods

(for Captain James Lovell)

How well they store
He angles a sheet of paper

Eileen O’Toole

It must be luck we say
Glancing at the even rows of mini-muffins
At the napkins fanned next to stir sticks
We are early to the corporate event
And my boss has just spotted an astronaut
So we hover near the breakfast buffet
Wait as the pull of warm croissants
Draws him to us
There is so much to understand about
space
And it's rare to have an astronaut to
yourself
I know there must be one question

To underscore the degrees of precision
required
By the Apollo 13 re-entry plan
I see super balls bouncing off ceilings,
walls
Think of a needle threading stars
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He holds his arm out like a hitchhiker
Says in the shadow of the moon
He could close one eye and with just his
thumb
Remove the earth from the night sky
Says he realized then how everything
That meant anything to him was there on
that
Cloud-swaddled spot
And I am struck with the strongest desire
To touch his arm, the upper length of it
To feel its molecules beneath my fingertips
To touch it again and again - to ask
Where have you been?
Where have you been?

Hell to Breakfast
St. Oppenheimer

Reflected Dean off
stainless steel
in the bathroom stall,
your legs look pretty
homeless today –
let me take your picture.

Protesting

Wholly Mackerel

Proven and tested views
Outwardly sharing
For all to make use
In conversation and conflict
An investment in convincing rhetoric
A reservoir to resort to
Where the counterpoint becomes you
Addressing certain issues and mailing
them 1st class
A word bubble above your head
Like a comic
A comforting way to be honest
It's in your face
But not your mouth
Seems a higher power
Took the words out
Without consent
We now have free speech zones
The Fifth Amendment
A cell phone on roam
But when in Rome
Condone the drone
As conversation continues to be cloned
And sheepish people walk the street
Unconcerned with what they eat
A complete depletion of originality
It seems the melting pot has become
empty
Too many have the same decree
Coming live from MTV
There has to be a break
Only so many emotions we can fake
Stoked or sick
Take your pick
But please don't put your words
On a stick
If you do
Don't let them become you
Speak your mind
And walk
In your shoes
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Cable Guy

Haiku

8am, I watch Mrs. Claus blow Santa
on your screensaver, note the stems

All the world waits loud
Like a supercharged hot rod
What follows patience

St. Oppenheimer

in your ashtray, then run
coaxial through a voice-less crawlspace.
10:30, here’s the signed headshot
from Crystal at City Limits (circa ’88),
dog-eared
issues of Bowhunter wedged
behind your stereo. I go wherever
I have to for a clear picture. I even go
off withdrawn smoking in the rain
after you cancel. Don’t
sweat it, I’m a contractor, but when
you sing to your cat “lumpy wench”
I know it’s the pills, not you. Corporate-

JOT

Giant mosquitoes
Grow restless in August rain
Baseball game delayed
Cubicle balloons
Float above cakes and coffee
Voices, hums and clicks
Cell phone blows up like
Techno strobe light dance party
Embarrassing funeral
Hungry horses eat
Alfalfa and barley oats
And crap in the street
Talk to me baby
You are so so good looking
Who is your daddy

climber, Rastaman, stripper, Mr. Mom –
don’t think I really care about your
hangover
or marble countertops, that sore
on your lip. My back is shit from lifting this
ladder. It’s fucking Saturday
& I have to work again tomorrow. So
if you want free channels all you have
to do is slip me a Benjamin & look the
other way.

14 Years Old
Mark Spitznoggle

I am a 14 year old girl from England and
I am new to poetry writing. This is my
first poem. It is about how someone portrays themselves, but is feeling very different on the inside. Then they realize
they are making other people happy by
acting this way!
Response: We can all learn something
from this 14 year old girl and we don't
even need to read her poem. What a
catch!
A four legged animal that star.
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